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15.-, HAD

Idein - redirect
should be amortized rather than treated all In One
yearf
A

liiellT most advertising expense that I am aware of-i
at least as it came into the code of accounts-! was
expensed in one year-c not treated over B5 years-, even

though its lasting effects might be that long*
(2

Dr* 111 ein-, with reference to the (luny Light
expenditures connected to the Associated Estates

development7 the Euclid Beach development-r X would

like to ask Hrs- Richards to give you Plaintiff’s
Exhibit ElLS-t if you would-r Hrs* Richards*

-CExhibit placed before the witness. 1
a

lilould you turn to: page fi of that exhibit-, please-,

Dr- blein-i down about two thirds of the page to the

section starting-, •H^he total dollar value of

construction work in progress"?
A

Yes-

13

Does the information presented there refresh your
recollection as to the accounting treatment at

riuny Light for installations at the EucDid Beach

apartments?
A

Yes-

(3

And what treatment is indicated in this financial
report of Huny Light?

—

lilein - redirect
It‘s carried as part of- the property of the PlunyLight

system*

Dr* kleini is it common or is it rare for one customer

to be served by two electric companiesf
It’s, quite uncommon* .
You made an analogyi a comparison a couple of days .
ago to Swiss cheese when you talked about the market*

Uhat are the essential characteristics that you
were referring to in terms of how customers are

found in a market where there are two or more
electric suppliersf

Ide lit essentially when, you-have two or more electric

suppliers in a city like Clevelandn generally you

will find that on some streets-! one company may
have it-! but on some streets they may divide*
So that if I were getting down to a very fine

scale of a street-! there would be a hole in those

streets where if I wanted to say what is served

by ri'uny Light and what is served by CEI-i one
customer would be served by lYuny Light-! another

customer would be served by CEI and so on*

Or if I have five streets-i there may be no
customers served by either one or the other-i and

simply if I had 15 streets that may be the case*

’ iSnHaa

Uein - redirect
And so if you take these customers and spread

them out over geography>• whenever you are going to
have two customers-, one of them — with two

companies serving them ~ one of them will at some

piece of geography not have any customers and so
there would Ise a 4iole^ you see»

Now-r when you look at the geography and you are
trying to turn to the marketwhen you have two

systems there are inevitably going.to be holes
somewhere^ that is to. say-r one system doesn’t have

any and therefore the other one must.

And the

variation of that-, the.size of the holes-, where, in

the city they occur and so on Is inherent in the.
nature of a regional market-, and so I use the
analogy of Swiss cheese.
X meant Swiss cheese is not Swiss cheese unless
it has holes.

And in a regional geographic markett

where you have two utilities servingt you are bound
to find some holes..

fl

Does the existence of these holes necessarily tell
you w.hat the scope of the market isf

A-

Not in my opinion.

fl

Dr. Ueint you referred in your direct testimony and
were questioned on cross about your using Census

Uein - redirect

tracts as a reference tool in looking at where
customers were now*

Can you explain why you chose to use Census
tractsf
UelLt Census tracts are very standard things.

They usually persist for several Censae*

The

Census is taken every 10 years-, and they bring
together a great deal of information for which it

is valuable to know such as it tells you how many

occupied family dwelling units*

That’s

important to know what the potential in terms of
residential sales are*

It tells you. about where businesses are-, it
tells you what the income of the people are-, it

tells you about how large the families are*
In Shortt the most important source of
information in the United States on most things

pertaining, to economics is the Censust and that’s

why I use it*

Does the tract itself have any particular purpose?
No*

The tract itselft a piece of geographyi. has

no particular significance because, it is obvious

that there are literally infinite numbers of ways

by which you can divide up an area and which has

Mein - redirect

customers scattered in some way in it is- sort of a

proposition which politicians know well when they
gerrymand the political districts; lots of ways to
do itDr- Uein-» what; Is the significance of the facti as

(2

you testified^ that some 75 percent of the occupied
family units and some percentage close to that of

-

business units exist in the 13T Census tracts

were riuny customersf
A

The significance is that this is where most of the
City af Cleveland Lin terms of people and business

Is-i and riuny does business there<2

Dr- hlein-r Hr- Lansdale asked you various questions

concerning aspects of the riuny Displacement Program
that you considered in coming to your opinionDid you consider these things separately or did

you consider them together^

A

Uell^ I first had to consider them separately and

then-i of course-* I had to consider them together
because I*m trying to see a pattern of acts to see
whether these, are independent acts for which

benign reasons will explain thenw or whether the
t

pattern is of such nature that the assumptions of

benign behavior is possible; and-* as a consequence

IS -.Mas

litein - redirect

of looking at it that way-i I decided thatn noi it

wasn’t(2

Dr. itlein-i Hr. Lansdale asked you some questions
about hypothetical systems competing by duplicating

facilities.

I would like to-ask you whether one could have
competition for customers without such duplication —
I'm sorryT let me rephrase my question.

In an industry where there is competitionn does

one find duplication in linesf

A.

Yes; yesi.all the time-

H

Dr. iilein-i ftr. Lansdale asked you questions about

historical shifts of huny Light and CEI customers

between Huny and CEI.
Did you consider the question of how long it
would take for CEI and fluny to be of equal size in

the City of Cleveland if CEI lost<i sayn SDD

customers a year beginning in X’ILLf
A

Yesi I made such a set of calculations-! on the

assumption that all other things are equal.
(2

And how many years did you calculate that would takef

A

Way i refer to these tablesf

a

Yes.

■CAfter an interval*!.

IS.-iMfiL

111 ein - redirect

iiielli what I did was to take certain assumed switches -

A

THE COURT:

Dr- lilein-i please

listen to the question.
THE WITNESS:

I’m sorry.

For .500 customers a year switching-) it would take
'!

IST years for fluny Light and CEI to be of the same

size.

• •
If I1ODH customers switched from CEI to

rtuny Light-) it would take.fiU years.

And if iiSDO custonrers switched from Wuny Light —

from CEI to huny Light-i it would take £3 years.
(2

Or. Wein-I is there — has there been any time since
MkD where 3r-»£Qa customers switched from CEI to
Huny Lightf

. A
H

No-v not that^ many.

. Has there been any time in that period where liQ00
customers have switched from CEI to Fluny Lightf

A

I think in I®I7Q we had that order of magnitude.

(3

From CEI to Fluny Lightf

A

No-I no.
I mean-I from Fluny Light to CEI; I’m sorry.
I can’t think of any.

The exhibit that Fir.

Lansdale put on the board as back in the early
yearsn the highest average IQ-year rate that I

IS-. 457

Uein - redirect
could compute on that was about fiOO a year-, and —
Can you estimate how long it would take for the

systems to be of equal size within Cleveland if
CEI lost flOO a year to fluny Lightf

blelli it’s somewhere between 1S5 years and flO years■«

so I would just say it probably — let’s -say t-hat’s

a difference of-I say-. IHD years at that rate*
Dr* Uein1 for CEI to have no customers in Cleveland

at all in nvif
In ITTX ~~

I’m sorryT that was poorly- phrased.

If CEI were to lose liOOO customers a year-,

which. yo:u have testified hasn't occurred since nflD-.
how long would it be before .CEI lost all customers

in the City of Clevelandf

Uelln if we start with the I’lLL actual figure of CEI
which was SIS^QQO-. and they lost 1-.QOQ customers a
year-, it would take 115 years.

Now-. Dr. Uein-. what-, if you know-, has been CEI’s
experience throughout its service area in terms of
lost or gained customersf

Uell-. actually —

HR. LANSDALE:
Honor please.

I object-, if your

hlein - redirect

THE COURT:

• Approach the bench.

•CThe following proceedings were, had at the
bench:!I don’t think this

MR. LANSDALE:

"witness has any knowledge concerning that except

what he’s been told.

expertise.

It’s not his area of

I doh’t know what the record shows

on that.

THE CaURTt

Read the question-i

please.

Its. COLEttAN:

He’s working off of

public record and I will qualify that to make

sure it is clear-

THE COURT:

Read the question.

-CiZuestion read by reporter. 1
ttS. COLEPIAN:

I will rephrase the

question.
THE COURT:

Uhat we are

concerned withi assuming what he’s testified to

in the last three or four weeks is true-, what
difference does it raakef

How it it material to

the issues in this casef
ns. COLEHAN:

Uelli Hr. Lansdale —

Uein - redirect
THE COURT:

If they lost all

their customers —

ns- COLEHAN:

Hr. Lansdale

evidently intends to make some argument that

CEI was going to be run out of business by huny

Light and these questions address that and what
time frame it is>
THE COURT:

Would you say that

was anticipating a-defense that may or may not
occurf

.

.

ns- COLEMAN:

Non because the

questions nr- Lansdale has asked seem to be
pointing in’ that direction■» so I am redirecting
on the questions he asked-

THE COURT-

Sustain the

objection-

If you want to bring it in on rebuttals you
nright-r but let’s proceed-

CEnd of bench conference-}

THE COURT:

Sustain the objectio

ns- COLEnAN:

I have no further

questionsTHE COURT:

Do you have any

IS.-,450

Id ein
recross-examination 1 fir. Lansdalef
FIR- LANSDALE:

No furtherquestions.

THE COURT:

Thank youi

Dr. Uein.

You may step down.
THE WITNESS:

Thank you.

FIR. LANSDALE:

Nay I approach the

bench■» your Honorf

THE COURT:

Yesi you may.

Ladies and gentlemen-i do you want to take

an early recessv a five-minute early recessf
Very well.

Please during the recess keep in

nrind the Court's admonitions.

'CTIte jurors left the courtroom.!

•CThe following proceedings were had at

the bench:}
MR. LANSDALE:

I merely wanted to

allude to the fact that I think we have an
order in this case requiring plaintiff to list
witnesses so we have some notice thereof when

they are to be calledi and I have had allusions
the last several days to calling of some .
mysterious witness whose identity was not known

and I merely want to get on the record that I

IS .n.M 'll
believe under the Court.'s order ue are entitled
to some notice of the identity of the witness in

this case.

Ue are all required to list

witnesses at the beginning and when we know we

are going to call witnesses.

riR. NORRISi

I have no objection

to discloTsing/the name of this person-

I don't

accept the suggestion it is a mysterious witness.

. I have not decided wh'ether dr not to call
him because I met with him for IS minutes this

morning and — his name is Chuck ninadeo and he
runs a business out on East ISbth Street if he's
got several businesses — and he's an owner who

was swi-tched with the payment of free-wiring

services, in late 1'173. .
The reason I haven'^t decided•> your Honor•»

whether to call him or not is I do not want to
burden the record with cuQtulative testimony and
unless X can make a determination that he will

contribute something different than has already
been testified toi I am not going to call himHR. LAMSDALEt

Hy only purpose, in

raising it now is I thought perhaps we were

going to be confronted with itTHE COURT:

I will tell you

is.iM'ie

somethingi fellows•> the witness list is for the
Court’s benefit and I think-i historically-i you
will find that the Court requires the witness
list so that the Court may project and estimate
the period of time that the case is gaing to

take-

They may be exchanged by counsel the same

as trial briefs- . They need not be exchanged by
counsel the same as trial briefs-

I prefer that

>they be exchangedOff the record-

'

i

CEurther discussion was had off the record-3-

CEnd of bench conference-!

■ERecess taken-! ..

PIR- NOKRISs

Your Honor, could

the recurd reflect that counsel.has entered into

joint stipulations of fact S’lQ to 2*13
inclusive, and at.the right time during the

trial the City w.ill ask that those be read to
the jury-

THE COURT:

Very well-

•CThe jury returned to the courtroom-!

THE COURT:

Please be seated-

You may proceed, Mr- NorristlR. NORRIS:

hJould you please

IS-.453

call Theodore L- Tsevdosl*

THEODORE

L-

TSEVD0S-.

of lawful age-j called as a witness by. the City

being first duly sworn-t was examined and
testified as follows:

•

THE COURT:

You may proceed-.

Hr. Norris.

DIRECT EXAPTINATION OF THEODORE L- TSEVDOS

BY HR. NORRIS:

(2

Good morning.

A

Good morning.

G

blould you please state your full namef

A

Theodore L- Tsevdos.

G
A

blould you spell your last name for the recordf
T-s-e-v-d-o-s•

G

bIhat is your address-. Hr. Tsevdosf

A

Gates PTills Boulevard.

G

bIhat is your educational backgroundf

A

I’m a mechanical engineer.

G

Do you have a degree in mechanical engineering?

IS-.M'IH

Tsevdos - direct
Yes.

I graduated with a degree in

B-S. in

mechanical engineering.

bIhen and wheref

1553-. Case-Tech.
hlhat is your business?

Owners of three different companies.

Could you please state the names of the companies
that you operatef

Pentagon Indusuriesi. Deluxe Bumpers^and Pentagon
Cycle Products.

Let’s take Pentagon Platingwhen did that business

get startedf"
In IHEib.
Where did that business operate?
3301 King Avenue,

lihat was the nature of the business of Pentagon
Plating?

. Ue used to electroplate chrome parts mainly for Ford-i
Ford Motor.

And you say that was on King —
On King Avenue.

— Avenue?
And is that in Cleveland?
Yes.

—

IS n ins

Tsevdos - direct

(2

And uhat electric power company served the Pentagon
Plating on King Avenue?

A

Illuminating Company.

(3

All rightTake Deluxe Bumperst where does that business

operate?

-

k

At 7502 Carnegie-

(3

Is that in-Cleveland?

k

In Cleveland-

Il

'

And when was that business■> Deluxe Bumpers^ started')
Itr- Tsevdos?

A

Uellt Deluxe Bumpers was actually parted in IlSfi-r

but It was a running changeIt was Tsevdos Plating before(2

Tsevdos Plating?

A

Right- •

(I

And was Tsevdos Platingoriginally

at the same

Carnegie Avenue address?
A

Yes-

(2

And Tsevdos Plating-i when

didTsevdos

Plating get

started?

A .

In 1*131.

<2

Now*) at the Carnegie Road address-) Mr- Tsevdos-)

what electric power company served the company there?

IS-.M'ik
1

Tsevdos - direct

2

3

A

fluny Light-

|

(2

And how long was either Tsevdos Plating or Deluxe

f

4

Bumpers a customer of Huny Lightf

S

6

A

Since ITBL.

H

And what Is the nature of the business at the

T

Carnegie Avenue address of the Deluxe Bumpers and

8

the Tsevdos PLatingf

9

0

A

hie recycle automobile bumpers'* and electroplate them*

a:

Approximately how. much do you — well-t strike that.

"

‘

7

£

And are all af your operations now concentrated at
K

A

Yes*

H

a

Approximately how much do you spend every year for
electric energy<iHr* Tsevdosi in all three of your

businesses^

]

j

A

Between SO to LD thousand dollars*

1

a

Nowi bringing your attention to the King — King

1

J

5

r

7SDH Carnegief

2

I

J

1

No.

5

L

I

*

A

3

3

■

business operationf

5

&

1

Is the King Avenue address still part of your

2

4

'

A

1

3

;

a

Road or King Avenuef

1

King Avenue*

I

Bringing your attention to the King Avenue business-!

during the. time

strike that*

I

|

1S-.M57

1
2
3

4
5
6

Uhen did you go out of business on King Avenuef
A

The plant was destroyed by a fire in

Q

And did you ever rebuild the plant on King Avenuef

A

Non it was a complete loss-

(2

And uhat did you do with Pentagon Plating■».that..had

7

8

been working there on King Avenuei after the. flref
A

?

(2

18

Pentagon

A

Right* . '

H

lilhat kind af reliability of service did you have from

.

.

CEI on King Avenuef
A

Normal reliability.

a

And during the period on Carnegie Avenue-i during

19

the period that you had been a customer of Huny

20

Light.1 what has been your experience from a

21

reliability standpoint with fluny Light service on

22

Carnegief

23

A

It's the same.

24

d

Nowi Hr- Tsevdosi what would be the impact in your

25

{

Plating-t on King Avenue•> is that corrects

16

17

Nowduring the time up ta the fire .in lITHt you
stated' that CEI was serving your company

13

15

lilellr It didn't do anything-i and then we started

Avenue-— I mean-* bn Carnegie Avenue-

12

14

j-

operating Pentagon Platiing Industries oh King

10

11

j

Tsevdos - direct

There isn't any difference.

business of an outage or a power failure either by

s

IS.-.M'ifl

Tsevdos - direct

CEZ or Muny Lightf
Ide 111 any parts that would be in process in the

plating would be scrap and would have to be stripped
and repolished and replated>
Suring the time that Ftuny Light was serving you during

the.. '

M71 to 1.175 period of time-i did fluny Light

make any efforts to warn you of outages that would
be anticipated^

Repeat that^

■Cflues tion read by r eport er -I
That was fluny Light*
Yes.

Nttr not really.
Nowi at the time you deteririned to expand your

business on Carnegie-* did you have occasion to
discuss the electrical requirements of that expansion

w-ith anyonef

Yes.

I discussed it with tluny Light and a CEI

salesman-i Bill Bush.n--Stopped and contacted me.
Just to fix the time frame againi when did this

expansion start on Carnegie Avenuef
Late fall — no-i I would say it would be started

early winter of *73 and was not.completed until
late *71^.

IS ■.4'15
1

Tsevdos “ direct

2

When you say early winter of *73-i would you place

3

the raonthsf

4

do you meanf

5
6
7

A

About then.

a

Pardon me^

A

About late October*to Nuveraber is when they actually

8

9
0
1

Z
3

Do you mean November-. December-, or what

started.
a

In n73r

A

Yes-

12

And when

A

Late 1*174-

(2

> .

was it completedf

Now-, you mentioned that Hr- Bill Bush of CEI had

4^

occasion to discuss with you tire matter of this

5

electrical expansioni is that corrects

6

1

A
a

8

9

Uhat did Hr- Bush say to you with respect to your

expansion needs on Carnegie Avenuef

A

0

Uelln he stated that they had plenty of capacity to
-take care of me so that I wouldn*t have any

1
2

.Yes-

problems as far as outages or anything.
a

3

Did Hr. Bush make any offers of any kind to you-.

Hr- Tsevdosf

4

A

Yes-, he did.

5

(2

Uhat offers did. Hr. Bush make to youf

15-.50Q

Tsevdos - direct
A

In order for me to bring in new service to the new
building 1 he offered to — the interconnection in

ny plant between the old service and where the new
.service would be would cost me approximately Ifi to
SI thousand in wiring-

And he said that they would pick up that bill

forme*
(2

And whaf'did you have to do in order to have CEI

pick up that bill for yo;uf

A

To convert to CEI*

(2

Front Huny Lightf

A

From lluny Light*

It

What diet you say to. nr* Bush in response to that
suggestiont

A

That r wasn't interested-! mainly because I'm satisfied

with nuny Light as far as reliability-i their power
was cheaper-! and in the long run I would be ending

up paying- for the wiring myself just in the cost of
the usage*
It

Now-! can you place at what period of time approximatiely

ttr* Bush was making these offers to youf

A

Well-I this was a running contact all the time-

I mean-i

it wasn't a question that he came up in once and
talked to me once-

IS,SOI
1

Tsevdos

2

3
4

He probably stopped in five, six, seven times- .

<2

During what period of time did those visits take placef

A

Early ’74.

a

Early *74^

6

A.

Yes.

7

(2.

5

8

9

direct

Probably was going up through harch, April.

Now, did you ultimately accept the CEI offer that

dr. Bush made to youf

A

No, I did not.

0

Ct

Uhat was dr. Bush’s response to your not accepting itf

1

A

That I was very foolish because he didn’t think that

2 .
3

4

duny Light was going to be in business very long.
d

hlell —

A

And the fact that it, would b.e totally their service ;

5

because of the size of the expansion, they wouldn’t

6

have the capacity to take care of me and that that

1

service would be ■“ X would be confronted with a lot

8
9

of outages.

(2

0

1

Did dr. Bush indicate any reason that duny Light was

going out of businessf
A

hlell, because of their financial structure and the

2

fact that they, had no way of getting power in outside

3

of their own boilers that were breaking down.

4

5

i2

Did the subject of interconnection between duny Light
and CEI come up in your conversations at any tiraef

IS,502
Tsevdos - direct

A

Yes, it did.

H

Hou did that subject come up and what was said about
it^ .

A

That they couldn't even afford to pay for the
interconnection.

S.

Iilhat interconnection was Hr. "Bush'ref erring tof

A

Interconnection between CEI and Huny Light.

i2

Did Hr. Bush have any occasion to relate the Tack of
an interconnection to Huny Light’s reliabilityf

A

Yes, he dict»

0.

Iilhat did he sayf

A;

He said that, you know, when they run — I have to

renreittber what he said — that the fact that Huny Light
did not have an interconnection and they were right
up to capacity and that without the interconnection

they would have outages.
HR- NORRIS:

Hrs. Richards,

would you give Hr- Tsevdos PTX-H7Mfif

a

Can you identify PTX-HTMfi, Hr- Tsevdosf

A

Yesi

a

Uhat is itf
HR .-LANSDALE:

1 object, if your

Honor please.
THE COURT:

Approach the bench.

IS-iSOH
Tsevdos - direct

{The following proceedings were had at the
bench:I
Hr- Norris wants

HR- LANSDALE-

nr- Tsevdos to identify this letter to the
Director of Utilities in 1^75 saying somewhat
the same things he said hereTHE COURT-

I submit that —
Wait a minute-

Uhat are you talking aboutf

HR- NORRIS-

B7Mfi-

THE COURTr

Oh-, UB-

rtR- LANSDALE?

7Hfi-, isn^t itf

HR- NORRISES

B7HB-, Ithink

Yes-

it is-

■

THE COURTr

.

He can use this to

refresh his memory-HR. LANSDALE:

-I know he can-, but

it is simply repetitious and the material he has
in here-, it’s —
THE COURT:

Mhat is the questionf

All he is doing is identifying it-

HR. NORRIS:

I just asked him to

identify itHR- LANSDALE:

I have no objection

ISiSOU

Tsevdos - direct
to his identifying iti Lf that’s all he does.

THE COURT:

Uhat else is it

intended forf

HR- LANSDALE:

hie will object to

the exhibits that was kept out last time.
HR- NORRIS:

a contemporaneous document.

Uelli I think it is
I want him to

Identify itt of course-i and then I am going to

offer i-t in evidence because it is a

contemporaneous document that was written at
the time of the event.
ni^- LANSDALE:
objection to identifying it-

Uell, I have no
I’m sorry-r I •

shouldn’t have come up hereTHE COURT:

Let’s proceed.

{End of bench conference. I

THE COURT:

Overrule the

objectionBY HR. NORRIS:

<2

Hr- Tsevdos^ could you identify PTX-27Hfif

A

Yes.

12

hlhat is H7Ufif

A

It’s a letter that was written by me to Hr- Kudukis.

—

15-.SOS

1
2

3

Tsevdos - direct

i2

And under uhat datef

A

Hay 1st-, n7S.

4

PIR. NORRIS:

No further questions-

5
6
7

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THEODORE L- TSEVDOS

i'

8
9
0

BY HR. LANSDALE:

(2

I

Mr. Tsevdos-, directing your attention to your
Carnegie Avenue address.

2

a

G

8

Yes.

a

And following that-, you placed a call to The

call on you with respect to your service problems-,

4
5

did you notf
A

I don’t remember that.
<

(2

«
1

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company for them to

L

. (Il
i ffl

You had a series of outages of from one to two hours

A

0

3

|

Right.

during Hay and early June of that year-, did you notf

9

Z

i

nrind back theref
A

1

|

la Hay or June of 1*T7D-, if you can cast your

3

5

'

You don’t remember that.
Now-, if my notes are correct-, you stated that
Hr. Bush made his calls on you in early 1574.

1S-.S0L
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I ask if your — because of the long time it’s been
since then<i if you didn’t, make a mistakei and
wasn’t that 1*173 rather than nVHf
A

I said he started contacting me in late ’73.

(J

All right.

If that’s what you said; my notes showed

you talked about early *7H.

A

But the contacts were still made in ’7H.

i2

All right..

And-» in any event-r in l'173t the work which had
been discussed between you and fir. Bush with respect

to the wiring in your place so that service could
be taken at one point in the new building as well as
the old was the subject of rather extensive discussion

between you and fir. Bushi was this not sof

A

What do you mean

fl

More than once*

A

Yes.

fl

And in point offact

by"extensive”/

—

THE WITNESS:

flay I say something^

THE COURT:

Sure.

.. THE-. WITNESS:

First of all-i I

never entered into any discussion as far as the
costs or anything.

These are his figures-! and he was making

15,507

1

Tsevdos - cross

2

these proposals*

3

as far as this because I had made up my mind

4

5
6

7
8

that r was going to stay with Huny Light*
BY MR. LANSDALE:

(3

I wasn't attempting to suggest that —

k

All right-

(Z

— the figures. Hr* Tsevdos.

9

I was going to allude to the fact that rather

10

detailed plans were drawn up of the work which

11

needed to be done which was the subject of discussion

12

between you and Hr* Bush-

13
14

Do you recall thatf
A

I did not request anything to be drawn up for me*

15

HR- LANSDALE:

16

THE COURT:

18

Listen

{Question read by the reporter*1
A

Yes, I do*

<2

And in point of fact, you signed a copy of those

23

25

The question

to the question and respond to the question*

20

24

Yes*

i^ not whether you requested it or not*

19

22

Hay I have the

question readf

17

21

I was not answering him back

plans expressing your approval of them, did you notf
A

I don't remember signing that*
CDefendant's Exhibit l,3U0 was marked for

lS,SDfl

Tsevdos - cross

identification.1
THE COURT:

Uhat is the numberf

PIR. LANSDALE:

i-.3na.

THE COURT:

1-.30Q.

BY PIR- LANSDALE:

(3

-

-

Plr. Tsevdosi I show you what has been marked for

identification Defendant’s Exhibit 1t3DD and I
invite your attention to the lower right-hand corher
thereof and I will, ask you if that is not . your
signature appearing theref
A

That is my signature*

&

Nout Plr* Tsevdos-. I will ask you if it is not the

fact that within a few weeks after you signed that
plan you were called, on by Plr* Ackmann of the
hunicipal Electric Light Plant■. one of the engineers

from that plants do you recall thatf
A

I don't know the fellow's name*

&

But you do recall it was an engineer from Pluny Light

that called on youf
A

Yes*

(3

Did he advise you-i Plr. Tsevdos-. that your service

was provided by the East Tlth / Ansel Road —
through the East T'lth / Ansel Road Substation of

PTuny Light-, which substation was operated by load

ISi505
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transfer point by CEIf
A

X found out about that but I don't know if that's
who I found it out from-

a

Okay.
ItR. LANSDALE:

Thank you-

I have

no further questions.

THE COURT:

Redirectf

Do you want to take that bacHt

WR^. NORRIS:

Non I want him to

keep itv your Honor.
THE COURTS

All right.

REDIRECT EXAPtINATION OF THEODORE L. TSEVDOS

BY NR. NORRIS:

(2

Nr. Tsevdos-r referring to CEI Exhibit li300’» the

plant what is the date on thatf
A

(2

2“2ti-73.

t

And when did you have your conversation with Nr.
Bush with respect to his offers of free service?

About a year later?
A

I said it was a running conversation with him.

ISnSlO

Tsevdos - redirect
(2

Were those running conversations still running
from October of 1*173 up until April or. Hay-i l*17Uf

A

Yes.

HR. NORRISt

No further questions.

THE COURTS

Thank you. Hr.

Tsevdos.
THE COURTS

witness, please.
ITSr COLEHANS

Honor-

Call your next

Call your' next witness.
Thank you, your*

hie will call Bill H^ayben, please-

15 i5H
1

UILLIAMR.

2

MAYBE N-.

j
I

of lawful, age-i' called as a witness by the

3

City-I being first duly sworn <t was examined

4

and testified as follows:

5

6
7
8

THE COURT?

You may proceed>

ns. COLEMAN:

thank youi your ’

Honor.

9
0
L

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF IdlLLIAM R- MAYBEN

Z
3

4
5
5

7
J

)

BY MS:- COLEITAN:

(2

iilould you state your full nanre-t pLeasef

A

idllliam R- Mayben-t M-a-y-b-em.

(2

Uhat Is your addressn Mr. Maybenf

A

ISfil? N..E. •3Lth Street-I BellvIew-» Uashington.

H

By whom are you employedf

A

I^m employed by the consulting engineering firm of

)
L

>

J
I

>

,

R. III. Beck & Associates.
(2

blhat is your position with the firmf

A

I’m Manager of Consulting Services for the firm.

(3

iilhat is the business of R. U. Beck & Associatesf

A

R. U. Beck a Associates is a multi-’•discipline

consulting engineering firm providing architectural

«

IS-.SIS
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engineering services and management consulting
services to various clients throughout the United
States and abroad*
Uhat kinds of professions are embraced by the

members and staff of R« lil* Beckf

Primarily engineering of all education and disciplini

(lie also have several accountantsi economists*)

scientists-i management consultants in the firm as
well as owners of the firm* (

Uhat is. your educational background•» Hr* Maybenf
I have a

in electrical engineering from the

University of Colorado.
Are you a registered engineer^
Yes*) X*m' a registered engineer in about 13 states

including the State; of Ohio*^

tilhat was your work experience before you joined R. U
Beckf
Uell*r prior to joining R. lil* Beck & Associates*) I
was an electrician for the Rural Electric Company
in and around Denver*) Colorado* .
I also worked for a consulting engineering
firm in Denver*) Colorado while I was attending the

University of Colorado*
How did you come to join the firm of R* lil* Beckf

15-.513
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A

111 el In it was a recruiting process during my senior

yearn and having had same experience with a
consulting engineering firm while I was attending

college-i I elected to join that firm and become a
consulting engineer.

(2

Uhat are your present responsibilities at R. hl- Beckf

A

fly responsibilities at R. U- Beck & Associates from
a management point of view are to direct the

activities of our management consulting group.
Approximately half of the firm’s human resources
and capital resources are committed to management

consulting operationsr and I direct those activities.
Q.

Uhat professional societies-r if any-i do you belong toF

A

I belong to the lEEEt the Electrical and Electronic

Engineers Association-t the National Society of
Professional Engineers and the Consulting

Engineers Council*
<2

Uhat date were you first employed by R. U. Beckn

what yearf
A

I joined them upon graduation in June of

H

Uhat were your immediate responsibilities theref

A

I was assigned to our firm’s office in Seattle-i
Uashington to the design groupi the architect

engineering group there*

is-ism
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(2

hlhat types of facilities did you participate in

designing?
A

Primarily electric utility facilities-

I was

involved in the electrical design of a hydroelectric

power plant-

I was involved in the design of a

bTiODQ-volt transmission line and some substations-

H

Following your responsibilitiesn your work in the
design phase-r what was your work at R- iil- Beck?

A

111 el In in about

X began to receive assignments

in the management consulting side of our businessn
primarily involved in electric utility planningt

power supply planningtransmission planningn
distribution planning-

d

Could you describe generally the clients of R- lil-

Beckn who are they?
A

Uellt we work for primarily electric utilities and

X would say the public sector of the electric
utility industry. Udi have several clients-i howeveri

that are cities owning and operating water

systems-i sewer systemsi things of that nature-r and
we have several industrial-type clients*

d

Uhat is the nature of work you have done for the
past IQ years?

A

Uelli the past 10 years X have been primarily involved

Hayben - direct

in directing a staff of engineers-! economists and
accountants in the area of electric utility planningi

assisting clients in raising substantial amounts of
money for capital projects that they are undertaking-!
working on rate matters-! designing rates-! determining
revenue requirements for rate purposesi generally of

a management and operating nature for electric
utilities.^

>

Do you have any particular responsibilities with
regard to utilities in the State of Nebraska^

Beginning in about nVQn I was assigned as the

senior consultant to the Nebraska Public Power
District-! which is the utility that provides electric

service both at retail and wholesale throughout the
State of Nebraska with the exception of Omaha and

LincolnOur firm is designated as the engineer of

record under the terms of their bond indenture-!

and we have certain ordinary things that we have

to perform annually to apprise the bondholders of
the performance of that particular utility under

the terms of the bond resolution.
In addition-! as senior consultant-i I have

worked very-r very closely with the senior management

IS -.sit
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of that utility on virtually all matters that came
up before this utility with the exception of major

construction projects■> such things as ratesi finance
management organization■» planningi virtually

everything that was of a management matter with the
exception of constructionH

Have you represented clients other than the Nebraska
z

Power Districtf

A

x

Ohn yesV I have clients in many states around the

country.
(2

Have you done any work for small electric utilities

such as municipally-owned systemsf
A

Yesx I have worked for several small or municipallyowned electric utilities.

. d

Have you conducted power supply studies for such

utilitiesf,
A

Yest I have.

d

And what is involved in making a power supply

study-t generallyf
A

liJelln it’s a rather complex process^ butn generally

speaking-i the power supply study for a municipal
electric utility would be the process of forecasting

what the future power energy requirements might be-i
identifying the various alternative ways in which

IS ,sn
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nature.

I have also been involved in assisting clients

in the sale of pollution-control bonds which were to
be applied toward the cost of construction of
certain portions of power plants. .

I have been involved in the sale of general

obligation bonds for.certain types of municipal
projects*! such as sewer plants and water systemst

'

things of that nature.

It

Can you give us an estimate of the amount of

financing issued by utilities with which you have

been involvedf
4

Approximately *3 billion is the. amount of financing
that has been accomplished that I have been directly

involved in. .

a

What services do you normally provide in connection
with such financing^

A

Well-! it depends upon the client-! of course-! the

degree of sophistication that the client has-i and it
depends upon the completeness of the proposition at

the time that we are brought into it-! but it can

range all the way from assisting the client in
negotiating various contracts which are necessary
for his capital project to be able to be

15-.5SD
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constructed and to be able to be operated onto making

investigations of whether or noti when the project
is completed 1 it will be able to derive revenues

sufficient, to meet whatever obligations the

authority has incurred in se.Iling the debt*

~Ue have been involved in-working with the
client's financial advisor in structuring the

financial deals*

*

It personally-I had been involved in meeting

with rating agencies and major investors in
explaining-the technical and financial aspects of
the financial arrangements-

X notice you use sometimes the term "we"^ and sometimes

the term ’’I.’’

Have youi personally*! been involved in the things
you have describedf
A

Yesi I have*

d

And your

A

Yes.

d

Have you

firm has aswell*

ever appeared

as a witness before State or

Federal agencies?
A

Yesi I have,

d

Uithout going into any detaili can you describe

generally the topics-to which your testimony has been

IS 1521
1

Hayben - direct

2

addressed^

I have been involved as an expert witness in basically

4

four areas*

5

The first area is in the process of establishing

6

need and feasibility of major power projects where

7
8

a Certificate-is to be issued by a Public Utility
• (
Commission 1 if you willi and I have testified as to

9

the necessity of the project and the feasibility of

10

the project on. behalf ef the client who was

11

attempting, to build these projects-

12

X have appeared as an expert witness in matters

13

involving interconnection disputes and tariff

14

provisions for interconnection contracts*

X have appeared as an expert witness in matters

16

pertaining to power supplyn coordinated power supply

17

operations and development among utilitiest and X

18

have appeared as an expert witness in matters

19

pertaining to transmission service and transmission

20

rates.

<2
22

fir. Hayben 1 were you engaged by the City of
Cleveland as an expert in this casef

23

A

Yesi I was*

24

a

And have you worked with me and fir* Norris during

25

this assignments

15-.5SS
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A'

'Yes-I I have.

(J

Idould you please describe the assignment that was

—

given youf^~
A

Basically-i the assignment given me was to work with
l>r. Uein in determining the economic and financial

impact upon Huny Light for certain alleged activities

which your firm had outlined to Dr. Uein and I of

the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company.
<J

Did you or your fxrnr have any familiarity with the

Cleveland (luny System before your engagement to
make the study you have just described/
A

Yes.

In personallyn have been involved since 1573

consulting with management of huny Light and with

other people, in the City from time to time about
huny Light*s business and operations.

Ply fir*ra has also done other types of engineering

studies for PIELP over the same time frame.
£

With whom did you work at Pluny Light in your personal
work there before your engagement to make the study
you describedf

A

Uelln 1 first worked with Plr. Uarren Hinchee and the

staff that was assigned to Plr. Hinchee.

Those

people included Plr. Pofoki Plr. Titus and Plr. Plilan.
Those were some of the people that we worked with.

15,553
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(Z

You mentioned in the development of the assignment to
your firm Dr*^ Uein was involved*
lilhat specific requests did. he make of you growing

out of the conferences that you heldf

A

Dr. Uein asked me to estimate for him the difference

in profitability of HELP operations as’it actually
is or will be in the future and what that

profitability would be had certain events occurred '
back in the early nVD’s.

fl

Did you carry

A

Yest I did-

fl

Uhat approach

out that assignments

did your firm use to measure the

difference in profitabiLityf

A

Uell, first of all, we constructed what you might
term engineering models of HELP’S operation.

By engineering models I mean the way in which

HELP would go about carrying out its electric
utility function — how it buys fuel, how it sells

energy over its system, how. it produces that energy

— that sort of thing.

Then we constructed some

financial models of HELP operations reflecting the
financial and economic results of these engineering
models’ functionings
fl

Now, I gathered from the use: of the term ’’models".

IS-iSEM
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there was more than one of these-t more than one
model created in your studies^ is that corrects

That’s true.

A

Uhat experience does the R-t hl- Beck firm have in

a

preparing models to study changes in circumstances

~ in the nature of Dr- Uein’s. assignment to youf
UeLIn we have extensive experience-

A

In facti the

firm got its start modeling the operations of the

state-wide utility business,in the State of
Nebraska back in the late *30's and early *40's.

hr- Beck himself did the modeling to show to
the potential investors of debt or of bonds that
a utility in Nebraska would be able to meet its

obligations and repay the loans that were being made
at that time

And since Nr- Beck began the operationst has your

fl

firm been involved inisimilar types of investigatibnsf
A

Yes-r that’s true

fl

Nown how does the R* hl- Beck firm respond to an

assignment like that of Dr- iilein that you have

,
A

chosen to carry out through the creation of modelsf

111 el In because the modelling involves several

disciplines such as power supply engineeringn
transmission and distribution system operations-i

1S-.S2S
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distribution planning■» finance-, accounting and'

whatnot-r we customarily bring together a team of

people who are qualified in these various disciplines.
This team of people are normally headed up by a
team leader who has the background experience in the

particular field that we are talking about-

In this

particular inst-ance-. it wasr of course, the
operation af a.municipally-owned electric utility

with generation or with production capability.
X was.designated as the team leader because of

my background in all aspects or various aspects of

a municipal utility operationd

Had you had previous experience as a team leader in
dealing with this kind of analysisf

A

Yes-

fl

Mould you give me an example of your own experience
in working as a team leader to do this type of
analysis prior to this assignmentf
t

A

Well-I we have a client in the Dakotas which happens
to be a-I what is known as a power agency, providing

electric power to about Mb or 47 municipal electric
utilities in the Dakotas, and in Iowa and in
Hinnesota.

I was the team leader that initiated the power

liSiSSb
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supply planning for this agencyi recommended a
particular power supply programn worked with them

a

in raising the capital for them to fund the cost
product-ion of the power supply programi and

subsequently assisted them in creating an
infrastructure so that the power agency Could*

accomplish a function of providing wholesale power
to these Uk municipal utilities.

I was the team leader^ we probably had at one
time or another as many as 25 or 3D people working
on that particular assignment.

fl

I see.

Now-, in terms of this assignment-, which you

and Dr. Iilein worked on-r who at R^- U- Beck, worked on

the studies made for Cleveland for this casef

A

Nell-, for this particular assignment-, we staffed it

primarily from our Indianapolis office.
nr. Bill Cheeseman was initially involved in
directing the. activities oT the various people to

begin the engineering modeling and the financial

modeling.

Hr. Cheeseman is an engineer that came

to us from the Illinois Power Company.
Subsequent to that time-. Hr- Sam Ross-, an engineer

who

came to us from the Public Service Company

of Colorado after 20 years of experience with that

1.5-.527
1

2

coapanyi

3

Hr- Gene Anderson who assised us in distribution

6

7
8
9
0

. planning matters-! we had Hr- Bernie Friedrichsen-!

y
pf
1

a Certified Public Accountant-r.doing much of the

|

accounting treatment for our. financial modelsi we

'I

had Hr- Vintonkpff-r a CPA> working on many of the*

'|

calculations-

I

1

Ue had. people from our Denver design office

2

assisting on certain questions

3

facilities and on transmission
<3

6

3
(
5

J

substations*

I believe you stated that hr-. Cheeseman and then

coordinating the teamwork-

8

2

1

with respect to

Mr- Ross had the responsibility after yo>u for

7

L

|

design and construction of power generating

4

0

|

In addition to those two individuals-! ue had

5

9

joined us and became the director of the

various activities-

4

5

i
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-

1
li
.Hl I Ig

'" |1

s^|
1!

Could you describe Hr- Cheeseman's background?
A

Hr- Cheeseman'^sf

<2

Yes.

A

Yes-

a
I

He joined our firm I believe in about 1173-!

after I believe around seven or eight years as a
District Engineer for the Illinois Power Company.

He is a Registered Professional Engineer in several

states-

|
I
■I

1

isisas
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a

And Plr- Ross-, what is his background?

A

nr« Ross’s background is that of he is a mechanical

engineer from Purdue University-

He was with the

Public Service Coihpany of Colorado for around twenty

years primarily involved in power productionn

regulatory matters and power supplyi>id you draw on the expertise of anyone outside the

(2

R. Ill- Beck firm in the course of preparing your
studies?

A

IdeLI-i of course we drew upon Dr- lilein in the sense,
that he and I had several conferences with respect

to assumptions and criteria that should be used in
the modeling that we were going to do-

hie did have discussions with HELP personnel from

time to time-

Of course■« we talked to the investment

banker selected by HELP to provide them some
advice for purposes of this assignment-i Hr- Frank

Hartinhie talked to a lawyer from Phelps-Dodge acting

in the capacity of bond counsel(2

You mean Palmer and Dodge?

A

Palmer and Dodge'i I’m sorryi Hr- Jim Perkins-

(2

Uh at was Dr- hlein’s role in respect to your
team carrying out its assignment?

IS-.52*1
1
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A

i

Uelli Dr- Uein provided us with the forecast of the

3

numbers of customers and the electric sales that we

4

were to use in our engineering and our financial

5

modelling for flELP-

6

Additionally1 Dr- Uein provided us with

T

certain factors reflecting the effects of

8

inflation for purposes of our financial modeling-

9

<2

.0

-

-

Nowi Hr- Haybenn did your firm use computers in the

course of doing the studies^

.1

A

Yesn ue did-

.2

a

How were the computers used.in these studiesf

A

The computers were used primarily in establishing

.4

the financial models*

.5

various financial functions or economic functions

.6

of WELP such as their sales of electricity■« the

Basically we computerized the

.1

revenues to be derived from the sale of electricityi

.8

the expenses to be incurred as a utility in

.9

producingi transmitting and delivering of this

"

0

'

• 1 i.

(2

:4

' 1
ii
,

ii!3
H

j

the financial models that we gave to Dr- Uein-

|

If I understand you correctly n „you put a lot of

I

information into the computer about MELPf
A

'

il
"IS

•

So the computer was basically used to generate

2

:5

'

electricity-

;i
3

*1

;|

That’s correct-

J

■

■

I

1S-,S3D
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Uhat did you mean by "functionsthat you placed

certain functions in the computer^

hlell-i the computer did a fair amount of calculations
for us for purposes of projecting uhat the operating

expenses were going to be into the future-r let's say-i
or in the historic period under certain different

engineering models*
So it performed a lot of calculations that would*
have taken a lot of time had someone been doing that

by hand.
But it also was designed to prevent the

financial results in a classical model or classical
•
*
method that is-useful to the accountants and

engineers in looking at the operations of a utility.

Uhen you talk about the presentation of the
information-I just to give us a point of reference-!

perhaps-i Mrs. Richardsn you could place this slide
on the screen so ue can see what the display looks
like.

Is this an example of what the computer feeds
back out to you in terms of information•» fir. flaybenf
Yes-I it is-

. —

And in terms of engineering versus financial
models-! how do you refer to thisf

isnsai
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That's basically a financial model and that i.s an
operating statement which has some of the engineering

modeling information on it.

In other words ■» those assumptions lead to certain
financial informationn is that rightf
7

Yes*-

Pts. COLEPIAN:

PIrs. Richardsi

will you switch the machine offi pleasef

Plr* Ptayben-i was the computer you used one which R* iil.
Beck ownsf
Yesi we used our own computer*

(tiere there other computer facilities that were usedf

Yes*

Ue did use other computer facilities*

liihat other computer facilities did you usef

lile -used the time share arrangement that we have
with the United Computing System in Kansas City*

Is that a service that R. hl* Beck had used before

doing this projectf
Ob'! yes.

About how long had R. hi. Beck been using that,
service before you came to do these studies for
the City of Clevelandf

THE COURT?

Does that really

make any difference here-i Pls* Colemanf

hihy

IS,532
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don't we get on to something material^

nr. nayben<i have you found the United Computing

Service to be a reliable source of computer servicef
Yes’! I have.

When work was done using the computern did your
team take steps to see that the work had been

accurately performed^
Oh "I yes -

They checked the programs to make sure that
they were properly functioning.

From time ta time-r of course-i we deactivated
the computer simply because we were not at the
moment using it-* and ue then reactivated and pulled
the files on them-* make certain checks to make
sure that the file they got was- the most current
and accurate.

Have you and your team prepared for submission to
the jury here a report on the results of your studyf

Yesi we prepared a report to Dr. Wein.

And-t Hrs. Richards — do you have in front of you
Plaintiff's Exhibit SOHl-* Hr. Playbenf
Yes-. I do.

Would.you describe thatf
.This is an engineering report which we prepared and
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2

submitted to Dr* liiein setting forth the results of

3

the engineering and engineering-economic studies

4

5

which we conducted*
a

6

Had you prepared reports on the same subject

7

8
9

10
ir

previous to the one which is before you heref“
A

Yesi we had*.

fl

And does this represent your most recent studyf

A

Yes-» it does*

a

Hr* flayben:! would you describe the standards which

12

you and yo'ur team at R* lik* Beck followed in

'13'

carrying out your assignment and in preparing this

14

15

reports
A

16

a client with respect to a planning effort where a

18

client might be contemplating the installation of

IS

some facilities and we were asked to make a plan

20

which reflected the best alternative for him*

a

22

25

Over what time period have you and your team spent

performing your assignments to study the profitability

23
24

Uell-t we used the same standards of care and
engineering effort as we normally would in advising

17

21

Had you performed — pardon me*

of HELPf
A

life have been involved in this particular assignment

since early 1*176.
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(2

In working on this assigneraent•» Hr* riayben-i did your
team have need to refer to various data-i documents
and other kinds of informationf

A

Yesn we did*

fl’

Could you describe generally the categories of data

and documents that you referred tof
A

hlith respect to NELP we looked at various statistical
as well as accounting Information that flELP would

regularly prepare^ such things as their annual report
to the Federal Power Commission-* Form. 15 and Form l-M*
de looked at the audited statements of fl EL Pi we looked

at the annual reports of the Fiscal Control
department with respect to HELP’S operation's-

Ue

looked at the various other.statistical Information

that would be available to us from HELP*
fl

did you in the course of your studies have any need
to refer to costs and other Information of the CEI
companyt

A

Yesi we did*

fl

Uhy was thatf

A

iiielli part of our financial modeling involved
forecasting CEI’s future. wholesale power ratesi and

so we had to look into the items which would affect
those future wholesale power rates such as cost of
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construction of new projects that were going to be—
coming on line-i cost of fuel — things of that

nature.
(2

What sources did you use to gain that informationf

A

Weill we looked at the annual report to the
stockholdersi we looked at the reports that are
regularly filed by the CEI with the Federal’ Energy

Regulatory Commissioni we looked at rate filings
that CEI had previously prepared and submitted to
FERC for approval of their wholesale power ratesi
we looked at prospectuses*

We looked at a lO-year plan which used to be
filed uittr the Ohio Siting Commission that I believe

now is filed with the Ohio Department of Energy*
Those are the types of things we looked at*

<3

Are those reports you described that you looked at

the test of material that your R* W- Beck team

would customarily rely on in performing the types
of studies that you did hearf

A

Yes*

<2

Did the staffn you and your team-i hav an occasion to
develop any data which wasn't available in the

reports that you examined^
A

Well-, in some instances it was necessary to develop
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some additional information so as to project on
our engineering models and our financial models a

consistency between the historic period and the
future period.

/

Could you give us an example of one of the studies

which R. ill. Beck, performed to supplement the
recorded informationf
liielli one of the studies that we conducted had to do
I
with presenting, e number each year for what was.to be

HELP'S peak demand or maximum load during the year.
ble had found that the information that had been
filed with the Federal Power Commission during part

af the ITPQ's changed from one year to the next and

so we had to do certain calculations in order to
put those on a consistent basis.

That changed

primarily because they were not taking into

consideration the effects of station service and

the effects of the load transfer service-r and we

put it all on a consistent basis for the history and

for the future.
ns. COLEHAN:

Thank you.

Your Honor-i I am about to turn to another

subject.
THE COURT:

Fine.

This would be
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.an ideal time for us to recess for lunch-

Ladies and gentlemeni please keep in mind

the Court’s admonition during the luncheon
recessi namely i you are not to discuss the case

either among yourselves or with anyone else-

You are to keep an open mind until such time
as you have heard all the evidence in this case

until, the Court has instructed you on the lawt

the application of the law to the facts as, you
find them to bet and until such time as the

matter is submitted, to you for your final
deliberation and. judgment^

Illi th that t ladies and gentlemen t until
1:30-

Thank you-

•CCourt recessed for the luncheon period-1

iSiSaa
THURSDAY-, AUGUST 27-, nSli 1:3S O’CLOCK P-H.

Please be seated.

THE COURT:

■CThe. jury entered the courtroom and the
following proceedings were had in their hearing

and presence. >
■CThe Court made an off-the-record comment

to the jury regarding the chilliness in the
jury room.3- '

III I L L I A n

R»

n A Y B E N

resumed the stand and testified further

as follows:

THE COURT:

You may proceed.

ns. COLEMAN:

Thank you-, your

Honor.

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF WILLIAM R. MAYBEN -CResumedl

BY MS. COLEMAN:

(3

Mr. Mayben-i would you please explain-, generally-, how

the Beck team approached responding to Dr. Wein’s
assignmentf
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Uell-i of course-i the first important step was to

confer with Dr. Ide in with respect to the nature of
the studies that we would be performiihg-i and then
to gather the basic data and information that we

would be using in the: determination of the
engineering models and of the financial modelsUith that*! we began to^ put together the basic

engineering models of HELP’S electric operations
and began to prepare the formulasi the functions-i
if you willt. of translating the engineering model

into a financial nrodel*

Could you explain what you have to do to come up
uitiT ah engineering: modelf

’

Uell>» the engineering modelbasically■» is a set of
assumptions which describe the manner in which

HELP would be operating over a period of time.

Such assumptions go to the matter of what are
the sales in kilowatt hours-r how. is the power supply
obligation metn is it met by purchases-! is it met

by generation.
How does the transmission and distribution
system perform-i function-i if you will-i to deliver
the power and energy to the customers; how do they
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go about getting fueli how they man their power plants

this sort of thing.
That’s the engineering model of ITELP"s operations
a

How is the financial model put togetherf

A

Weill the financial model is basically a translation
of the operations assumed in the engineering model

into dollar figures*

Basicallyt it is translating

sales of kilowatt hours to the various customers into

estimated revenues*

It is translating fuel

I

purchases and power purchases into dollars of
expenses*

(2

Hr. riaybenT you mentioned the term "function^ a
few txnres in your testimony thus far*

What do you mean by thatf .
A

Weill that is basically a formula which would
translate an assumed rate of energy sales into

estimated revenues*

In other words-* for each

kilowatt hour that is sold we know that for a

particular class of customer that is going to derive
so much money in revenues based upon the rates for

electricity.
H

Did you use the same approach in projecting expensesf

A

Yes.

We have estimated expenses as a function of-*

in some instances•• the amount of fuel that is
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burned-I in some instances as to the amount of utility
plant that Is actually being utilized and in some
cases as a source of the amount of labor that is
being expended in order to carry out a particular

utility operation*

Hr* "Ueineri would you move this up for raef
{The,easel was moved to the front of the
courtroom,.?. .

*

.

THE COURTS

Can the jury see itf

I think you. ought, to suing. It. around, a
little more., .1 think that’s better*

Yes-,

everybody nods affirmative.

Mr* tlayben■» in a- case where you might study Pluny

Light having more sales than, it actually did-* would
you show how you go from the amount of assumed sales

to the revenues that would be associated with those

sales just as an example of a functionf
If I mightT using some numbers that were taken from
the nao financial report of HELP’S operations —
some of these numbersi by the way-i appeared in. the

operating statement that you had previously displayed

to me on the board — but just taking nao as a
for instance-i the operating records indicate that

in the residential class of customer HELP had sales
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of lA2iM77i3Qa kilowatt hours.

That's the amount of

electricity that HELP actually sold to its
They collected

residential customers in

revenue for those sales of *lD-ifi37ifiSS.
Now-, that translates into an average price of

sales by dividing the hours by the kilowatt hours

of S.'13'13 cents per kilowatt hour.
Nown on the financial modeling where we
assumed more sales than was actually made in I'lfiOi

and X. will take anather example that will show up in

some of the pages af my report-, the one in which

Dr. liiein told us to assume that sales to the
residential class would have been- lfi3-iti34-.OOn kilowatt

hours.

So you can see that there is an increased

sales to the residential class. .
f

it

How would you figure out how much revenue was
associated with the assumed greater salesf

A

Again-, we took the average price or the average
return for these sales in the actual case and
multiplied it times the amount of assumed sales.
S-^3^3 cents times lfi3-.b3H-.00Q kilowatt hours-,
and that gave us a dollar figure of $lQ-.']Qb-.bQQ.

Now-, you can see that the assumed increase in

sales resulted in an estimated increase in revenues in
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that particular year*
(2

Thank you*
And is something like that process used for

moving from actual expenses to assumed expenses in

your study casesf

A

Yes*

H

Can you tell us how the information about the

engineering model is presented in your reportf
A

The engineering report to Dr* Wein contains a
statement of the various assumptionsjwhich comprise

the engineering model of HELP under various
circumstances*

d

Hou is the financial model presentedf

A

The financial model is presented in two ways:

The

first is an operating statement •» a typical
operating statement that an accountant would prepare

to present the results of financial operations during
a year's time*
And also a balance -sheet to show the assets and
the liabilities of the enterprise*

(2

In your studies 1 what was the purpose of developing

the balance sheetf
A'

—

lilellT the balance sheet basically was to — was a

control function*

It. was to keep track of assets and
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liabilities and to be able to compare how the assets

and liabilities might be treated by an accountant as
we moved from one year to the next and as we moved

from one engineering model to another*
Nowt is the way that you prepared the balance sheet

necessarily the way that Huny Light accountants

would prepare it given the assumptions of the
particular casef

'

No
In my judgmentr it merely reflects the one way

that it could be treatedand it was a way in which

based upon conference with the accountants that were

giving me the accounting treatmenti we decided to

make the presentation.

But it could be handled differently by Huny

Light*
Did you make any special accounting assumptions in
setting up the balance sheetsf

lilelli in setting up the'balance sheeti with respect to
the model of HELP as it actually was in the pastn we
pretty well adhered to the audited statements that

the—HELP auditors prepared.
.With respect to some of the alternative
engineering models** we did make some accounting
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assumptions particularly with respect to the treatment
of accounts payablL and with respect to the amounts

of cash necessary to meet working capital
requirements-

lilould you describe your assumption with regard to
accounts payable^

Yes.

'If you look at an actual balance sheet for HELP

in the n7D*s> you would find that* the accounts

payable are high in relat^ionship to the revenues

being derived and the expenses being incurredi
higher than you would expect.
In our special accounting treatntent-* we assumed
that the accounts payable would be ranging in the

neighborhood of $3 million a year-t which is more like
the amount of working capital or amount of accounts

payable that would be expected for the level of

business they were doingin order to balance out a lower accounts payable-i

we had cash being transferred from the City to HELP
in order to meet their cash obligations.
Nowi what was the basis for the last assumption that
you roentionedf

Basically-, it was on the basis of the actual practice
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2

of the City at certain times during the nvo decade

3

and based upon conversation that I had with City

4

officials back in lITfln and confirmed again when we

5

revised the report for this case that that was the

6
7

way to treat HELP’S cash requirements-

(2

8

instance of the balance sheet was.basically the

9

11

audited statements^.
A

Yes»

m

So those reflect the charge of interest for transfers

12
(.11
!

ks
16

r

from the CityF
A

For the assumed transfers from the City and ~

a

Excuse me-

A

No-» they do not-

it

And how did you then treat those in your modelf

A

Again1 we assumed that it was an interest-free line

18

For the actual transfers from, the Cityf
•

.

.

of credit from the City General Fund and no interest

19

20

Now-1 you stated that your source in the first

was chargedd

Consistent with what you found in the auditsf

A

Yes-

d

Nowi what was the first model that you prepared in the

course of your studiesf
A

Idelli the first model we prepared wasi of coursei
HELP as it actually was in the n70 decade-
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fl

(lias there a term that you used to refer to that raodelf

A

hie call it the base case historic-

fl

And **base case" is intended to signify something like

a base linef
A

Yes; it uas the case against, which we compared the
effects-r the financial effects-! if you will-t of the

various alternative engineering models that we
studied.
fl

>

Id hat was the source of the engineering model for the

base casef
A

hlel-li basically 1 it was the statistical information

that was available in. various reports of PlELP-r plus
aur knowledge of how HELP actually operated-r gained

through discussions with.HELP personnel.
it

And what was the source of the financial model of the

base casef
A

The audited statements and the reports of the Fiscal
Gsntrbl Department on HELP*s operations each year.

ns. COLEMAN:

Mrs. Richards-■ would

you place the transparency of the operating
statement for I-A on the projector-! pleasef
•CPlrs. Richards complies.!

ns. COLEMAN:
fl

Thank you.

Mr. Mayben-! I have taken the first page in the
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appendix of your report-. Appendix Rage I-li-and made
it into a transparency-, and it’s on the screen here.
Iilhich form of financial model does this represent?^

4

That is an. operating statement — actually-, it’s a

series of operating statements for the ^ears 1*171
- through naO-., although liaQ seems to be cut off by

the projector at the moment*
12

Nou-r if we read ^information going down the chart-, is

that information all for a single yearf
A

Yes-, it is.

(2

And if we read information going across-, what do we

learnf
K

Ue find across is the line i-tems. for the various

years*
(2

And those are identified by. the year indications
across the topf

A

(2

Yes.

I wondisr if we. might focus on the labeling here.

Let me ask you this-, first:
Is this the standard, form in which your.financial

model is presented in this reportf

A

Yes-, it is.

(2

So that the labels used on this page are used on other
pages as well-, is that rightf .
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A

That’s correct.

fl •

Now-* let's first look at the uppermost information

where the statement "System Requirementsi Annual
System Demand in nu<r and Annual System Energy in
KUH" is found.

Uhat information is provided there^ what does

that meanf .

A

That's basically an expression of HELP'S load and

energy requirements in each one of the years.
The first item being "Annual System Demand"

in 1571 •» it is IQS. 7 mega watts i or IQSiQO? kilowatts.
That iS: the demand achieved at the peak hour
of its load in that particular year.

fl

Is the second item-t "Annual System Energy" —

A

The "Annual System Energy"*' in kilowatt hours is the

amount of energy HELP had to produce for purchase in

order to supply the energy to its customers.
fl

Uhat is the next group of information that is

under the caption "Sales by Customer Classes"?
A

This is the amount of electricity expressed in
kilowatt hours that was recorded to have been sold
to HELP'S various customer classses.

fl

So we should understand that first group of
information is kilowatt hours or-i in the case of the
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first line-, kilowatts-, right?

Yes.
Now-, the next line item is "Revenues.”

Pardon me.

Let me go back.

I notice there is a difference between "Total
Sales** and "Annual System Energy"i is that right?

Yes-, it is.

lilhat does thai: reflect?

That reflects the heat loss on the distribution And
transmission system of rTELP as well as certain

unaccounted-for energy losses. .
And is the existence of such heat losses or
unaccounted-for losses an unusual thing in the
electric industryf

No-. it*s common to all electric systems.
All systems have that?
Yes.

Let's continue down.

The item that indicates

"Revenues-." are we switching now to dollar figures

when we reach that point?
Yes.

When we reach the point of operating revenues-,

those would be dollar figures.

Uhat is the source of that information?
That information came off the HELP financial statements
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earnings on them.
<2

I see.

Thank you.

ns. COLEHAN:

Plrs. Richardst

perhaps-! Hr. Lansdale-, you might just turn the

switch off.
(3

Thank- you.

After yau "prepared the statement of duny expenses and
revenues that we just looked at-i what was the next
work that was donef

A

•

••

lilell-r the next work that was done was to prepare

financial models of some alternatives to HELP
operations as it actually occurred.
a

Did yau. look first at the question of actual KELP
as it will be in the futuref" ■

A

Ohr yes-! I’m sorry.

•

Ue did carry on the modeling of the base case

from nfii to naa.
d

iilhy do your projections go out to the year .I*iaaf

A

lilell-r at the tinre we started these studi^^^?^^d still

we feel that it will probably be 15aa before HELP is

going to be in a position to do anything which will
materially affect its mix of resources reflecting

ownership or control of power supply facilities

which have economy of scale and modern technology.
d

How did you project the engineering model of duny
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operations in the future^
liielli basically ue took a look at what HELP is
todayi namdly-i a distribution-only utility-i buying

power from CEI-r from the Power Authority of the

State of New. Yorki and from Buckeye-

And we merely

projected into the. future how they would go about
meeting their electric utility obligations with the

plant that is now in existence.

Uhat specific assumptions did you make about source
of power for sale to HELP’S customers during this

future time periodt^ .

hie assumed the use af the .power and energy that they
are now purchasing front CEI and front PAS NY through

ITfiS and from Buckeye through ITfiS-

hlhat assumption did you make about interconnection
between HELP and CEIf

hi el 1-1 of course-* there is the interconnection that
was placed in service in n7S-

hie assumed that would

remain in service.

And HELP and CEI are presently constructing a
second interconnection-, and we assumed that that

would be in service by the end of nfil-

It would be simply utilized in HELP’S purchases

of power and. energy in the former period.
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lilhat assumption did you make concerning HELP'S gas
turbines and their use to provide power and energyf

A

Lie assumed the gas turbines would no longer be useful

for providing power and energy after
(2

Nowi as of what time does PASNY power enter into
your modeling in the base casef.

A

In the base case-* it enters into the model commencing

in

when t-hey actually began to receive PASNY

power<2

■ So it's act^ually a historic base case in that short,

period of timef
A

Yes-

(2

How did you estimate what the cost of power that
HELP may buy from CEI in the.future will bef

A

tile did an engineering economic study of what CEI's

wholesale power rate would probably be using the
forecasting criteria that fir- Idein gave us i as well

as certain information that we were able to glean
from reports and filings by CEI themselves-

(2

Id hen you mentioned this earlier this morning^ you
mentioned- that you made a cost-of-service study and

there was involved an allocation between classes^

Nows can you tell us what the cost-of-service

study was and what the allocation was that you madef
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Uelli what ue actually did was ue made a study of;uhat
CEX’s total revenue requirements would be into the future
and then ue determined by a cost-of-service method how

much would be charged to the wholesale customers*

That’s as opposed to retail customers^
Yes»

■

Hou much PASNY power is included in the base case-i

the,historic and future?

•

'

The amount that!s actually being purchasedi which li

bel i eve is S3 megawatts from PASNY at its busses*
And: that’s located in New York?.

Yes*-

•

'

How did yau go about estimating the cost af PASNY
power for the base case?
Ue utilized the rates that are presently in effect

for the PASNY power and applied it to the amounts of
power and energy which.HELP is presently purchasing
and expects to be purchasing: throughout the term

of the contract*

Hou did you estimate the cost of the Buckeye Power

which is in the base case?
Ue-took the charges that are presently in effect

under the terms of Buckeye contract-i and escalated
those for

arid beyond*
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Did you make an estimate of the amount of Buckeye

a

Power for the purpose of constructing the engineering

model of the base casef

Yes-

A

. And how was- that estimat-edf

(2

That was estimated based upon the contract terms and

A

our own -economic dispatch of the amount of energy
'

the amount of Buckeye energy that we thought PIELP

could take on an econoniic basisa

Is that available throughout the yearf

4

No-

Buckeye Power is seasonal type power-

It’s

available at the time which PIELP meets its peak but

off-peak as far as Buckeye i.s concern ed

it

How did you go about calculating other items of
expense for the future base caisef

A

brelln of course-* we had nfiD actual experienceUe estimated what 15fil would be based on what the

costs are noui being — as being incurred and as we
estimated that they will be by the end of the year-

And we used nsi basically as our base line for

projecting these various’expenses forward and we
projected these expenses forward based upon

inflation factors Dr- Uein asked us to use* with

the exception-* of course-* of our forecast of CEI’s
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wholesale power rates which reflected some other

factors besides what Dr> kJ ein gave usi and 'with
respect to transmission we had an inflation factor

which was a little bit different than Dr. Uein gave
*
US •

a

Can you refer us to wh’ere in the report the

inflation factors are set forth-, if they aref

A

I believe they are found on page IH of by report to

Dr. Mein. .

a

t.
Now-» as. to revenues-, which was one of the items on the

operating statements did you actually project what

Muny Lightrates are going to be or might be in the

f uturef
A

No-» we (iid not*

(2

hlhat approach did you take to. estimating the revenues^

A

With respect to the future base case —

(2

Right.

A

— we calculated, what Huny Light's expensess or we
estimated what tluny Light's expenses would be into

the futures including the cost of purchased powers

the cost of operating and maintaining the transmission
systems- the interest on debt and the depreciation

allowance on their plant in services and we set the
net revenue equal to zero.
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Then-1 based upon the sales that l>r. klein told
us to assume for the various classes of customers-!

we calculated what the revenues would have to be to
meet all those expense items and derived zero net
revenues or zero profit in the.base case-

Nowi Mr- Playben-i you stated that you made a number of
studies and you were examining the effect of alleged
acts of CE1»

'

Can you list for us which acts were studiedf

bielli Dr- Ide in asked us to assume that an
interconnection would have been placed in service

earlier than was actually placed in service? Dr-

Ijlein asked us to assumre that PASNY power would, have
been wheeled to Pluny Light by HELP — excuse me

k

to HELP by CEI earlier than was actually wheeled?

and he also asked us to assume that HELP would not
have lost certain of its customers as a result of

CEZ’s sales practices.

Uhat approach did you take to measuring the effect on

Huny Light? making the assumptions which, you just
listedf

Itlell? taking each one of the assumptions separately?
we prepared a separate engineering model of how

HELP would have met its obligations? assuming each
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one of these acts would not have been perforin^dn and

with that engineering model we were then able tx)
translate that into revenues and expenses and

calculate or estimate what the net revenues would
be.each one of the years under this new engineering

model.
<2

Uhat time period did you study in making the new
engineering and financial modelsf

A

'

Ide studied- the same time periods as we did in the

base case.

Ide had historic engineering modelsi

nvi through ITflO•. and we had future year modelsi

nfil through

(2
A

How were the results of your studies statedf
Again-I as they were in the base case-i historic and
future in the.form of operating statements and

balance sheets.
<2

Now-i in these studiesi what assumption did you make

about revenues in the historic period of these
alternate studiesf
A

As I indicated on the board a moment agoi we
assumed that the revenue rate per class of customer
would be the same as they were in actuality in

each one of the yearsi and we applied that
revenue rate times the amount of sales which
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]>r. Wein told us to assume-i which were in excess of
what was in the base case*

(2

And that's a computation essent-ially like what you

showed us on the boardf
A

Yes-

(2

Now 1 what effect does that approach have-i using the

same revenue ratesf
A

Uelii the effect is that we assume that the rates
in place in the alternative engineering models were

the same rates as were actually in place in the

historic period(2

Uh at assumption did you make about revenues in your
study of future tinte periods for these alternative
casesf

A

ide calculated the average revenue per total kilowatt

hours sales in the future period base casei and we
applied that average revenue per total kilowatt hour

sales to the total kilowatt hour sales that Dr- Idein

told us to assume in the. various engineering models*

H

Nown I believe I understood you to say you made a
variety of. studies of the effect of the assumptions

that you have stated*
Did you study these all together or separatelyf

. Would you just explain how they were donef

1.5i5b3
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A

lile studied them separately and we studied them in
various combinationsi including all three together.

(2

I see.
And there is an engineering model and a

financial model for each one of those studie&i is

that corrects
A

Yes.

(2

klould you summarize essentially what are the
differences between- the alternative case and the base

case-i how you ..get from one to anotherf
A

111 el 1-1 of course-* the base case-* again-* is what HELP
actually was in the past and what it is today and on

into the future.
. The alternative cases — 1*11 just take the
first one-* being the first case where Dr. lilein
assumed the existence of an interconnection-prior to
the time it .was actually placed in service in n7S.

a

Excuse me-* I must not have been very clear.
Just generally.-* what are the differences between

the alternative cases and the base case with respect
to where they differf
A

lilell-i they’ll differ in the respect of power supply
primarily where an interconnection is in place; in

the one assumption where Dr. lilein said assume that
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riuny Light didn’t get the interconnection until it

actually got it but had no more customerspower

supply essentially was the same as it was in the
base case.

Fundamentally1 power supply is the overriding

difference between the aiternat-ive cases and the
base case.

Iilhat things are encompassed in power supplyf

The existence of generation! for the most partAre there also cases in which sales are different

.than the basef

Yes. .

■LThe Court and Law Clerk Schmitz conferred

off the record.>
ns. COLEnAN.!
How did Buckeye Power figure into.the alternative
casesf

111eLit Buckeye Power figures into the alternative
cases where we assume that the interconnection was in

service when, it actually was placed in service and
HELP did not rehabilitate and utilize its steam

production capabilities.
Buckeye Power purchased and utilized as it is

today and .is projected to be in the future is a

IS-iSLS
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little less expensive than power purchases from CEI*
Soi basically 1 Buckeye Power is used as an

offset or as a substitution for power from CEI
because of its price differential.

(2

Is it used in that way in cases where HELP is

assumed to be generating now into the future and —
A

No.
In the cases where we had HELP produci'hg some
af its- power and. energy with rehabilitated equipmenti

it does not prove to be a more economic source of

power and energy than using its own generation.
<2

I see.

Now--I Itr. May ben 1 I would like to turn to each

of the groups of assunrptions .in order separately.
Speaking 1 firstt about the engineering model

and .financial model relating to interconnection:

hlhat is the description of the engineering '
model relating to assuming an earlier interconnectionf
A

hJelli we have identified that as the series Un

Roman Numeral II cases.
(2

And what are the major features of the engineering

model for those casesf
A

The major features are that the interconnection would

have been placed in service the first of 1573; that

Hayben - direct
the HELP generation would have been repairedi
rehabilitated andi in one instance-i retrofitted with

pollution-control equipment.
So that HELP would be able to utilize its steam generating capability to meet a portion of its load

in the historic period as well as the future period.
What was the basis of your assumption that an

interconnection could be in service about two years

earlier than it actually wasf

It was on the basis that an agreement wo.uld have
been reached between HELP and CEX in July of 1571
that an interconnection would be installedi that the
engineers of the two parties were in agreement as to

the basic features of that interconnectioni and that

there was cooperation going on between the parties

with respect to the installation of that
interconnection-* and that the engineers at least had
a sense of urgency to get that interconnection in

service as quickly as possible.

Uell-i is the time between July of 1571 and Januaryi *73
sufficient in your opinion based on your background

as an engiheer-i is that time sufficient to complete the

construction of the line and install the necessary
terminal equipraentf
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. Yes-

A

fir. Hay ben n in your engineering modeling-i what are

Ci

the assumed effects on Huny Light operations of
having an interconnection in place in January -i I'PHf

In the assumed engineering modelsi the effect is that

A

HELP could have comfortably begun a reparri
improvement<1 rehabilitation program on their
existing steam, electric facilities which were in a
>

state of disrepair at that particular time-

Having the interconnection•» they would have
been assured of a supply, of energy on a reliable

basist and they could- have comfortably taken these
units (xut af service and begun to. do the work on

thend

Uhat consequence would completing the rehabilitation

program have on nELP*s operations after the point
when that program was completedf
A

lilelli they would have been meeting a substantial
portion of their apparent energy requirements from

their own generating equipment as opposed to
purchasing it as they are now-

<2

Uhat information did you take into account in
projecting uhat this assumed rehabilitation program

would bef

.

.

IS-iSLfi
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HELP attempted to sell some debtn the

In

A

proceeds of which was going to be used to pay the
cost of the interconnection and to pay a. portion of

.
i

the cost of the repair and rehabilitation of their
■

•

'

»
.

generating facilities-

I

.J

tile took the information that was in that

,>

report and assumed that that was the same kind of

j

work that would be done as soon as the interconnection

/

■

'■

■

■

.

’

I

was assumed to be in place in n73-

Nown were you involved w-ith HELP’S work oh that 1573

H

*7'4 financingf
A

Yest we were-

H

tilhat assumption did. you ntake. about the cost of power
that would be purchased from. CEI in the financial

model that relates to the assumed earlier
interconnectionf

blelli during the period of time that the interconnection

A

was under construction-« we assumed that HELP

basically operated the way that they actually didi
I,

and therefore the cost of power from CEI was whatever
they paid.for that powers

Starting in n73-i we had a schedule of repair
and rehabilitation of HELP’S equipment which caused
them to generate differently than they actually did
■
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in *73 and thereafteri and caused them to purchase

power and energy from CEI differently than they did.
z

Howeyer-i with respect to the amount of power

and energy that they purchased from CCIi we assumed
that they paid, the same basic price: for that energy

as they did in the actual case.
iilhat assumption did you make about the cost of fuel

it

>

for Pluny’s generating units in this financial model

associated with the earlier interconnectionf
A

Uell-r .we assumed that the fuel would be purchased at

about the same price that it was being purchased in
actuality during that same time periods although it

was necessary T once certain equipment was placed back

in service^ to make some modifications to the

assumed efficiencies of the units to determine the
amount of coal that would be burned and to determine

the amount of dollars that would be paid for that
coal.

d

Let me ask you-* if you wouldn to specify the
assumptions of the engineering model concerning thp
work on the generation equipment.

A

Could I have that read backf
{The question was read by the reporter.!

THE COURT:

Againf
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2

A

If I understand the questioni the work that was going

to be done was the work that was set forth in the
4

financing documents in the
£3

6

workf
A

9
LO

I should rephrase the question.

Which generating units were involved in the

T

8

efficient statement*

Basically-. they were the boilers and generators at
that time.^

a

What, assumption did you maka about the capacity and
efficiency of the equipment prior to rehabilitation —
I’m sorry-, after the rehabilitationf

I’m irixing. time periods.
A

UelX-c ue assumed that the 3S5 megawatt steam electric

units would be returned to their basic capacity and

efficiency that they had prior to the time of the

rehabilitation period.

1.8
.9

hlith respect to the large unit-i No. b and 11-i
we assumed, that shortly after it was rehabilitated
and placed in service it experienced an explosioni

as in. fact it did-i and the repair of that explosion

caused us to believe that it would probably have
had less capacity than it did prior to the time
prior to the explosion.

So we derated the equipment to reflect that.

IS-.571
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a

Have you assumed the explosion occurred at the same

time it actually occurred^
A

No.

Xn our modelingi in oiir engineering modeling we

actually had the equipment under repair and it was
not being fired at that time-, therefore-t an

explosion woulxln'^t. have occurred.

Uhat we assumed was that shortly after repair
was completed it was brought back on line and the
explosion occurred.

a

A

Iithy did you assume it happened in your modelingf
Idel 1-1 we don't know why it happened.

I told Dr.

Id ein I didn't believe we could attribute it to the
lack of an interconnection-

There was nothing in

my mind that would indicate .that.

Ide didn't know

that we could attribute it to operator failure or

operator error.. Ide didn't know that we could
attribute it to an Act of Cod.

So we said-. "Let's

assume it happened for whatever reason it happened."

(2

Id hat assumption did you make-, if any-, concerning the efficiency of the rehabilitated equipmentf

A

Idell-t as X indicated-., the 355-*megawatt unit-, we

— assumed that had its same basic efficiency that it
had prior to the time they rehabilitated.
Part of our engineering model where HELP returned

IS >,572 •
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to production contemplated the. retrofitting of some
environmental control equipment on Boiler No- b and
.f
with the installation of this equipment we assumed

further derating of the equipment-, at least in
terms of net capability and less-efficient conversion

of coal to steam energy.

a
k

Gjuld you explain what the term "retrofit" meansf
■"Yes.

Uhen the Boiler No. b was constructed-, it was

constructed to comply with then current

environmental pollution.laws and regulations.

As we

all know-, those laws have changed over time-, and it

was determined- in doing an engineering study that
my firm undertook back in ITZS that it would be
necessary for HELP to install some equipment to

scrub the flue gases to remove more particulate and
remove sulfur dioxide that was.being emitted from

the kind of coal that was burned.
So the installation of this equipment is known

as retrofitting onto an existing power plant.
d

Is that retrofitting something that was in fact

done by fluny Lightf
A

No-, it was not.

(2

lilhat was your basis for assuming that it would be
done in this engineering model related to the

lSnS73
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earlier interconnection?
A

Idelli ue assumed that had huny Light spent the

money on repairing and rehabilitating No> b boiler
and No. 11 turbine generator and having repaired
the explosion that occurred•» they would have been

well advised to go ahead and retrofit the
environmental control equipment onto that particular

boiler.so as to.be able to use that as dependable
capacity.
d

Did you state your firm, had been involved in a study

of precisely that work?

A

Yes.

HELP had engaged our firm back in 1*375•. as I

recallT to.make astudy of.what would be necessary
to install on the equipment in order to bring them
into compliance with the air pollution regulationsi

and we studied various alternatives and

recommended a particular one.

S

Uhat assumption did you make about the handling of
pollution control devices like this for the three

smaller boiler turbines? .
A

Ue assumed that with respect to the age of those

units and their efficiency of conversion that HELP

would not retrofit environmental control equipment
onto those units.

1S,S7M
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d

hJlrat assunrption did you make about hour long each of

the generating units would continue to be operated
after the rehabilitation you described?
A

Uelli the small units were actually shut down in

n77 because of their inability to comply with the
regulations.

So we assumed thatt similarly-! they

would be shut down at that point in time*
liiith respect to the rehabilitated and

retrofitted large unit-i we assumed it would be
in service throughout the study period into the

future.
(2

Uhat was the reason for your assumption that it would

be continued to. be operated, into the future?
A

Uell-i because repaired and retrofitted•» it would be

able to produce electricity.at fairly attractive

marginal cost in comparison to going out and buying a

comparable amount of power and energy.
(2

How did rtuny’s gas turbines figure in your engineering
modeling for this alternative case-i if they did?

A

lile assumed that they would be utilized to meet

apparent energy requirements during the repair and

rehabilitation stage.

However-i when we dispatched

the various generating units along with the purchases-!
we found they would not be utilized as much.

lSiS7S
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Therefore-t we assumed that they -would have been

kept in good repair and would have been useful for

peaking purposes on into the future.
Now<i you used the phrase they would not have been

used as much.

- As much compared to whatf
As much as compared to the way they were actually used

in the 1570 decade to*meet energy requirements,

lilhat was your assumed source of fuel for the gas

turbines in the study casesf
It was the actual source of fuel that they were
purchasing at the time.

And your assumption as to the cost of that fuel came
from what sourcef

I’m sorry.

Uhat was your assumption as to the

cost of the fuelf

Basically the price that they were paying for that
fuel at the time.

Nowi did you find it necessary to make assumptions
concerning plant personnel in developing these
engineering roodelsf

Yes-1 we did.
Uhat assumption did you makef

During the repair and rehabilitation stage-i we found
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that it was possible to utilize some of the plant
personnel working on the actual repairs and

rehabilitation.
Since those costs were being capitalized rather

than expensedn that labor cost was being included as

a part of the cost of rehabilitation and repair.

After the rehabilitation and repair was completed i

we assumed the trimming of the plant sources —

excuse me — after the repair and rehabilitation was
completed and after the small units were shut down-i

we assumed trimming of the plant forces down to a
level necessary to operate the large unit.
(3

Now-I that brings us to something like the nTfl-TT
time periodf

A

Yes.

(3

And what is the fact as to fluny’s actual generating
plant staffing in that time'period?

A

I don't believe they had any.

(3

You had then to make an assumption about such,
staffing through this engineering modeli is that

right?

A

That’s correct.

i3

Uhat assumption did you make?

A

Idelli we talked to our power plant people and asked
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theni what would be necessary normally to run a power
plant of this naturei considering that they had

retrofitted scrubbers on iti and they told us what
they thought it could be operated with.

Ue then applied a factor increasing those

numbers to reflect the way HELP normally hired people
to run their power plants-

So we had more operators in that powers plant
than we thought was necessary-) but nevertheless

reflecting the practices of HELP with respect to
staffing of projects of this nature.

(3

I see.

And after having made all of these

engineering — well-i back up.

Have we omitted any significant features of the
engineering model in the discussion?

A

I don't believe so-

&

And after having —

THE COURT:

Would this be a good

time when you finish this question to take our

recess?
. ns. COLEHAN:

That's fine-« your

Honor..
THE COURT:

finish this question.

Uhy don't you

lS,S7a
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2

ns. COLEHAN:

3

sequence! your Honor, so perhaps it would be a

4

good time to take a break.

5

THE COURT:

6

bit.

8

Please keep in mind the Court’s admonition.

9

^CRecess taken.l

10

THE COURT:

11

following proceedings were had in their hearing

13

and presence.?

14
15

ns. COLEnAN:

Thank you-, your Honor.

were rehabilitated and retrofitted as you assumed in
this case-, and assuming that retrofitting is

20

sufficient to comply with existing laws-, how long

21

would you project that that generator could be used

22

25

You may proceed.

nr. nayben-. if the large boiler turbine combination

<3

19

24

THE COURT:

BY ns. COLEnAN:

18

23

Please be seated.

•CThe jury entered the courtroom and the

12

17 •

Ladies and gentlemen-,

we will take a short recess and stretch a little

7

16

It begins the next

into the futuref
Idell-. assuming there were no further changes in the

A
'

law which might affect its operation-, I would

expect it to have a life expectancy comparable to
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other kinds of the electric utility equipment.
It uas installed in the late I'jtD’sn so I
would expect it to have

3St

MD

years of service

left from that date.

<3

Turning go the point where we were at the recess.
After you completed all of the engineering
models for the studies assuming an earlier
interconnection! did you then translate these

figures into a financial modelf
A

Yes-. I did.'

(3

And was that expressed in the same form base case

we looked atf
A

Yes-, it was.
ns. COLEHAN:

Hrs. Richards-, would

you place the operating statement for Case II-A

on the screen?
•Cnrs- Richards complies.3-

(3

Would you identify this exhibit-, please?

A

Yes.

That is Page 1-5 in the report prepared and

submitted to Dr. Wein.

It’s a summary operating

statement for the years 1571 through 15fiM Case II-A.
(3

What does the information right at the top of the

asterisk signify?
A

Those are

the basic engineering assumptions

1
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2

associated with this case as it relates to the base

3

case*

4

(3

Can you tell us generally which categories of

5

engineering information! revenues and expenses

6

are different in this presentation than on the

7

base case we looked at earlier this afternoon?

8

A

Yesi I can.

9

(3

Tell us first-I perhaps-i which ones are you saying?

10

A

Uellt in accordance with the asterisk that says

11

"Actual customers and no PASNY powert" those would

12

be the same as the base case*

13

The asterisk indicating there is an

14

interconnection and 1-1-73 would indicate that

15

certain of the items relating to power supply would

16

have been different than the base case-* such items

17

as production steam fueln gas turbine fuel and

18

labor-1 purchased power from CEI would have been

19

different.

20

(3

21

distribution operations?

22

Let’s take transmission separately-i first-i

23

24
25

Uhat about the presentation as to transmission and

transmission operation and maintenance.
A

Transmission operation and maintenance would be a

little bit higher because we estimated their

